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Abstract:  As the web and web application becomes increasingly complex, web applications become more sophisticated and 

dynamic with rapidly increasing speed of internet and computational power of computing devices. One of the most important 

challenges that web applications have become complex is in how they use input data. Web pages are no longer static, they contain 

dynamic content from sources that may be trusted, un trusted, or trusted but potentially buggy. There are many places that this 

type of data can come from user input, advertisements, or widgets, to name a few. These sources of data have led to a class of 

attacks know as content injection attacks. In these attacks, an attacker is able to place malicious content on a page and make it act 

as if it came from the developer. This can lead to cross-site scripting attacks, phishing, or malicious information. In order to 

counter these types of attacks, developers implement web application security technique that allowed and disallowed content on a 

web page. The security techniques have been implemented by use of sanitization functions, or content filters, that modify un 

trusted data to conform to a well-understood and safe set of behaviors. Many web applications available today make use of some 

way of session management to be able to couple state to a particular user. This state varies from the user’s preferences to user 

authentication and private information. Unfortunately, it is possible for an attacker to exploit session management in order to 

impersonate another user at a web application. In this thesis we describe attacks that enable an attacker to impersonate a victim, 

and the ways in which they can be prevented. Different attacks abusing session management are known: session hijacking, 

wherein the attacker captures a victim’s session identifier (or SID); session fixation, wherein the attacker imposes his own SID 

upon a victim’s web browser; and cross site request forgery, wherein the attacker uses a victim’s browser to issue requests as 

if they came from the victim. For all three attacks, different attack vectors exist, which allow an attacker to create complex attack 

scenarios which are difficult to prevent. In this paper we have discussed various tools available to detect Injection attack and 

various prevention measures for them. 

 

Index Terms – Web Threats, Code Injection, Web Threats Detection, Web Threats Prevention. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Currently all individual and large organizations are depends on web and web application. Each and everything is stored, 

available or traded on the web. Web applications can be personal websites, blogs, news, social networks, web mails, bank agencies, 

forums, e-commerce applications, etc. The Web and web application are essential for our life and in our economy. The security 

motivation of web and web application developers and administrators should reflect the importance and significance of the 

resources they are supposed to protect. Even though there is an increasing anxiety about security, there are major factors that make 

securing web applications a complicated task to complete. The web and web application demands and utilization are rising fast, 

ensuing in a huge production of web applications, based on different languages, frameworks, and protocols. Web and web 

applications are very much exposed to attacks from anywhere in the world, which can be conducted by using widely available and 

simple tools like a web browser. More than a few alternative solutions have been projected for various types of content. 

Increasingly, web frameworks are used to computerize the application of sanitizers to HTML content. For more dynamic and 

context specific content, such as advertisements, verifiers and dynamic enforcement mechanisms have been proposed. 

Alternatively, there have been a number of proposals, such as Content Security Policies [1][2] to make these HTML security 

policies explicit in web applications [3]. However, none of these approaches addresses the need to analyze what the security 

policies of web applications actually are. That is to say, all of these approaches apply mechanisms without asking what the policy 

is. Furthermore, many of these solutions have a variety of problems that prevent developers from fully embracing them. We 

propose that tools can be built to greatly improve the analysis [3][4] and understanding of web application security policies, as well 

as be used to better implement such policies, both on legacy and new applications. 

II. TOOL USED FOR DETECTION OF INJECTION ATTACK 

There are various tools available for detecting of Injection attack like SQL Injection [4][5][6] and Cross site scripting 

attack[5][6]. We have analyze tools those are free and available in Kali Linux 2.0 

 

1. Damn Vulnerable Web Application (DVWA) 

 

Damn Vulnerable Web App (DVWA) [6][7] is a PHP/MySQL web application that is damn vulnerable. Its main goals are 

to be an aid for security professionals to test their skills and tools in a legal environment, help web developers better 

understand the processes of securing web applications and aid teachers/students to teach/learn web application security in a 

class room environment.  
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If we enter the number 1 and we click on the submit button we will notice that it will return the first name and the surname 

of the user with ID=1. 

 

 
 

This means that the query that was executed back in the database as  

“ SELECT First_Name,Last_Name FROM users WHERE ID=’1′;” 

We can try to change the ID number on the URL to other values (i.e 2,3,4 etc.) in order to find the first names and 

surnames of all the users.For example we have discovered the following: 

id=2 —> First Name: Gordon Surname: Brown 

id=3 —> First Name: Hack Surname: Me 

id=4 —> First Name: Pablo Surname: Picasso 

      id=5 —> First Name: Bob Surname: Smith 

 

2. SQLMAP 

 

Sqlmap [8] is an open source penetration testing tool that automates the process of detecting and exploiting [10][11] SQL 

injection flaws and taking over of database servers. It comes with a powerful detection engine, many niche features for the 

ultimate penetration tester and a broad range of switches lasting from database fingerprinting, over data fetching from the 

database, to accessing the underlying file system and executing commands on the operating system via out-of-band connections. 

Features of SQLMAP given below. 

Full support for MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Access, IBM DB2, SQLite, Firebird, 

Sybase, SAP MaxDB and HSQLDB database management systems [12][13]. 

 

Support to directly connect to the database without passing via a SQL injection, by providing DBMS credentials, IP 

address, port and database name [14]. 

 

Support to enumerate users, password hashes, privileges, roles, databases, tables and columns. 

Automatic recognition of password hash formats and support for cracking them using a dictionary-based attack [15]. 

 

Test case : Sqlmap –u “url” –cookie”cookievalue” –D dvwa -T users --columns  
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3. Burf Suit 

Burp Suite [16] is an integrated platform for performing security testing of web applications. Its various tools work seamlessly 

together to support the entire testing process, from initial mapping and analysis of an application's attack surface, through to 

finding and exploiting security vulnerabilities. 

 

 

III. PREVENTION FOR WEB THREATS 

We have discussed various code injection approach in this section. 

 

1. Prevent Cross Site Scripting Attack 

 

XSS attacks, in essence, trick an application into sending malicious script [16][17] through the browser, which believes the script 

is coming from the trusted website. Each time an end user accesses the affected page, their browser will download and run the 

malicious script as if it was part of the page. In the majority of XSS attacks, the attacker will try to hijack the user’s session by 

stealing their cookies and session tokens, or will use the opportunity to spread malware and malicious JavaScript.  

 

XSS vulnerabilities are difficult to prevent simply because there are so many vectors where an XSS attack can be used in most 

applications. In addition, whereas other vulnerabilities, such as SQL injection or OS command injection, XSS only affects the user 

of the website, making them more difficult to catch and even harder to fix. Also unlike SQL injection [18][19], which can be 

eliminated with the proper use of prepared statements, there’s no single standard or strategy to preventing cross-site scripting 

attacks. 

 

There are two main types of cross-site scripting attacks: Stored (or persistent) XSS, which is when malicious script is injected 

directly into the vulnerable application, and reflected XSS, which involves ‘reflecting’ malicious script into a link on a page, which 

will activate the attack once the link has been clicked. 

 

2. Prevent SQLI Attack 

 

SQL injection, also known as SQLI, is a common attack vector that uses malicious SQL code for backend database manipulation 

[20] to access information that was not intended to be displayed. This information may include any number of items, including 

sensitive company data, user lists or private customer details. The impact SQL injection can have on a business is far reaching.  

A successful attack may result in the unauthorized viewing of user lists, the deletion of entire tables and, in certain cases, the 

attacker gaining administrative rights to a database, all of which are highly detrimental to a business. When calculating the 

potential cost of a SQLI, it’s important to consider the loss of customer trust should personal information such as phone 

numbers, addresses and credit card details be stolen. While this vector can be used to attack any SQL database, websites are the 

most frequent targets. 
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There are several effective ways to prevent SQLI attacks [1][5][8] from taking place, as well as protecting against them, should 

they occur. The first step is input validation (sanitization), which is the practice of writing code that can identify illegitimate user 

inputs. While input validation should always be considered best practice, it is rarely a foolproof solution. The reality is that, in 

most cases, it is simply not feasible to map out all legal and illegal inputs—at least not without causing a large amount of false 

positives, which interfere with user experience and an application’s functionality. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 We have discussed various tools and technique for detection for code injection vulnerability. It is very challenging field to protect 

web and web application for new threats. However it is possible by updating current policy for securing.    
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